Some applications are tougher than others. Whether you are dealing with today’s “New Sewage”, sanitary wipes, plastic bags, feathers, hair, sludge, stringy material or any other type of debris, downtime costs you money.

For existing Ultra V Series® installations where clog-prone materials are affecting uptime and maintenance costs, you need the Eradicator®. Gorman-Rupp’s innovative Solids Management System consists of a lightweight inspection cover with pusher bolt holes, allowing easy access to the impeller; an innovative back cover plate incorporating an aggressive self-cleaning wearplate that includes notches; and grooves in combination with a revolutionary “tooth” designed to constantly and effectively clear the eye of the impeller. Now available in a retrofit kit for Ultra V Series pumps.

The Eradicator Solids Management System can easily be installed on any existing Ultra V Series pump in the field. Gorman-Rupp’s upgrade kits include everything you need to put the best self-cleaning pump technology in the industry to work for you!